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HEAD LAMP
Swept back for visual impact, the headlamps 
are encased in clear, high-impact resistant 
plastic and are equipped with multi-focus 
reflectors.

CHROME MOULDING GRILLE
The large grille does more than provoke an 
emotional reaction: It facilitates the intake of 
air to help cool the engine.

FRONT FOG LAMPS
Circular fog lamps are mounted as low to the 
ground as possible to help cut through fog. 
Chromed bezels provide a premium touch.

FRONT BUMPER
Solid and strong, the front bumper balances the 
need for impact protection and aesthetic appeal. 

FRONT STYLE
Wide and hefty-looking, the front bumper shows skillful design execution.  
It demonstrates a perfect balance between serving practical needs such 
as impact safety protection and aesthetic appeal.

Trendsetting 
European Looks

Grand i10’s Styling Concept
The Grand i10 four-door is the 
latest arrival in a stream of award-
winning vehicles created at Hyundai's 
European Design Center in Frankfurt. 
Extending a full 230mm longer than 
its hatchback stablemate to achieve 
class-leading luggage space, the 
four-door balances eye-pleasing 
simplicity with just the right touch 
of urban sophistication. Up front, 
Hyundai's signature hexagonal grille 
is surrounded by a delicate strip of 
chrome molding and is flanked by 
large headlamps whose bold styling is 
unique to the sedan version. Chrome 
accents, side cladding and 14-inch 
alloy wheels endow the sedan with 
the authentic presence of a sedan.  

EXTERIOR
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FRONT VIEW01>
Simple and Strong
Simplicity was the guiding philosophy of the design team behind the Grand i10 sedan. Chrome molding surrounds the hexagonal grille, a Hyundai 
design signature which conveys authority and strength while serving to instantly identify the sedan as a member of the Hyundai family. 
The message of strength and authority is echoed in the over-size headlamps which feature a wraparound design that is unique to the sedan. 
Fog lamps are fitted with chromed bezels for an upscale touch and are mounted closer to the ground to maximize light penetration through fog.



CHROME MOULDING REAR 
COMBINATION LAMPS
The sculptural detail of the rear combination 
lamps help set Grand i10 apart from the rest 
of the field. 

REAR PARKING SENSORS
Back-up warning sensors are discretely built 
into rear bumper to promote confident driving 
while in reverse gear. An audible warning is 
issued if too close. 

HIGH MOUNTED  STOP LAMP
& REAR SPOILER
The rear roof spoiler enhances aerodynamics, 
improves aesthetics and maximizes visibility 
with its high mounted stop lamp.

REAR CAMERA DISPLAY SYSTEM
Rear camera display system automatically 
engaged when the reverse gear is selected, 
this optional feature reduces the risk of 
accidents when backing up. The image is 
conventiently projected onto an LCD screen 
mounted on the rearview mirror.

WHEELS
Handsome looking 14-inch alloy wheels 
provide the crowning touch and are 
available in a choice of two different 
styles.

14” Alloy Wheel (Two Tone)

14” Steel Wheel Cover

14” Alloy Wheel (Clean Silver)

ADVANCED DOOR DESIGN
Longer doors make entry and egress easier. 
The side garnish along the lower door 
maximizes the visual impact of the character 
line and imparts a dynamic look.

CHROME  HANDLE
Beauty lives in the details such as the grip-
type door handles which are treated with a 
durable chrome finish. (Available only with 
the Smart Key option package.)  

SIDE INDICATORS
The turn s ignal indicators are cleverly 
incorporated into the side mirror housing to 
enhance safety and aesthetics. 

TURN SIGNAL LAMP
As part of the standard equipment package, 
side indicators are built into the front 
fenders to enhance visibility.

SIDE VIEW02>
A Solid Road Presence 
The sedan's long rear overhang firmly sets it apart from its hatchback sibling and helps define its real road presence. Lower side garnish 
provides a color contrast and features a distinctively sporty “kick up.” Available 14-inch wheels help define the commanding road presence of
a sedan. The C-pillar has been slimmed down to achieve a lighter, airier greenhouse while helping promote improved rearward visibility. 

REAR VIEW03>
Reassuringly Upscale
The lines and proportions of the rear harmonize perfectly with the front and side views. Large, wraparound rear combination lamps and rear cutout reveal a carefully sculpted 
treatment that echoes the geometry of the front. A chromed “flying H” logo, chrome garnish over the hexagonal rear license plate cutout and aerodynamic lip across the rear deck 
lid provide the crowning touches. 
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CHROME REAR GARNISH
Chrome rear garnish A delicate strip of 
chrome is perfectly placed to maximize visual 
impact and provide the perfect crowning 
touch to the rear view.


